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Abstract 
The field of temporary social network has grown quickly in the last years giving the user a social spontaneous experience. 
Most existing applications focused on the ephemeral life span of the multimedia contents exchanged between people and 
forsaken other important aspects. In our work, we put the emphasis on some aspects as the location and the sense of group 
and we try to incorporate others innovative aspects like context awareness and semantic technologies. In this demonstration 
we present Taldea, community’s application that facilitates user’s access to spontaneous communities.  It provides multiple 
services in order to satisfy the needs of users gathered by a common interest or purpose.  
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1. Introduction 
To overcome the proved limitations [1] of existing centralized social networks such as privacy threatens, no 
ownership of data, no interoperability, less trust, no support for collective knowledge, etc., several attempts 
have been proposed starting from P2P Social Network [2], passing by Social Mobile [3] and arriving to 
Pervasive Social Computing [4]. Among the proposed solutions to enhance the privacy issues are temporary 
social networks. This new wave of social media support users to interact spontaneously, potentially restricted 
by a geographical area or related to an event. Mostly people interact in groups but in existing applications 
communities’ boundaries are blurred. That is why researches are more and more interested in communities 
discovering as [5]. Our work is more particularly focused in the explicit, short-lived communities that we called 
spontaneous communities. Indeed, it is the type of community that best matches with unexpected situations. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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This kind of communities answers the needs that cannot be solved in perennial communities or may be more 
effective in circumstantial situations (e.g. accidents, natural disaster, crisis, fire, etc.). We define spontaneous 
communities as ‘spontaneous group of individuals having a common interest or purpose related to a 
circumstantial situation and relative to a geographical territory’. This paper presents a proof of concept of 
Taldea, a community’s application that helps users to access to spontaneous communities and organize 
ephemeral social exchanges between users. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of what has already been done in the area of 
temporary social network and some underlying aspects. Then, the application Taldea that validates our 
approach is described in section 3. Finally, a conclusion summarizes the presented approach and outlines some 
future work. 
2. Trends and underlying aspects of Temporary Social Network 
Known social networks have competed to incorporate innovative technologies and to bring new ideas. 
However a new type of social network jumps on the scene Temporary Social Network (TSN) where the shared 
content disappears once some rules are checked. Sarah Evans* a founder of a company for social and digital 
strategy defines TSN as ‘a kind of social media is that which is not permanent online. There is no record, no 
link or opportunity to share it again. Temporary social media still connects to a social network, but after content 
is sent it essentially disappears once it has been viewed’. Mostly for privacy implication, the perception and 
orientation of users is directed to ephemeral social experience. Users, particularly the youngest ones, don’t 
want their data to live online forever. Likewise the success of these platforms is explained by the user-
friendliness interaction. Among the researches that have been done targeting TSN:  
• fBomb [7] is a Facebook application that allows users to set expiration dates on any post made through the 
application. This kind of applications shows how users behave and think about the life of their information 
on sites as Facebook when it can be ephemeral.  
• CALBA [8] a framework designed for TSNs to select vendors as advertising sources for mobile users in a 
specific place. The selection is based on geographical proximity and user’s preferences with the constraint 
that the total advertising frequency of the selected vendors should not exceed the user specified capacity.  
• Bfriend [9] Based on the Facebook social graph, users receive push notification when a friend is in the same 
place at the same time. It is a location-aware ad-hoc social networking platform that provides value-added 
interaction among users through managing user temporary social relationships with mutual interest or need. 
• Snapchat [10] is a mobile messaging app sending self-destructing messages: it sends multimedia content and 
then deletes them from the receiver’s phone a few seconds after they are viewed. The user’s content on 
Snapchat does not live online forever and it’s completely deleted and could not be recalled even if the users 
want it.  
Many other commercial temporary social media platforms have been developed as Gryphn†, Burn Note‡, 
Wickr§, Silent circle**, LobbyFriend††, Fast society‡‡. All offer the ability to have a private and spontaneous 
 
 
* https://medium.com/@prsarahevans (accessed May 15,2014) 
† http://armortext.co/ 
‡ https://burnnote.com/ 
§ https://www.mywickr.com/en/index.php 
** https://silentcircle.com/ 
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social experience. Although the idea of data ephemerality was pleasant for users, existent TSN does not and 
cannot entirely live up to this claim, giving users a false sense of security because there are some loopholes. 
For example recipients can take a screenshot or plugging the phone into a computer to recover the content from 
the local memory. 
In our work, we put the emphasis on some aspects of TSN as the location and the sense of group and we try 
to incorporate others innovative aspects like context awareness and semantic technologies.  
• Context awareness: means using context information to turn adaptable applications that can act 
autonomously on behalf of users.  
• Sense of Group: enhance the notion of community because individuals often interact in groups. This 
granularity of people is considered in our application as distinct social entities that should be supported with 
services as single user.  
• Semantic web technologies: the use of semantic technologies offers a wide range of benefits such as 
interoperability, data portability and semantics data interpretation. One of our challenges is to build our 
application Taldea on a set of standards that are developed by the W3C in order to describe formally a 
community. 
•  A location-based social network services: means adding a location to social application as further 
information or a new kind of service to form a bond between people. 
We presented the four underlying dimensions to the data ephemerality that will be merged in our application 
Taldea that facilitates user’s access to communities. Our system is not the first to incorporate one of these 
dimensions but it can be seen as one of the few attempts to combine them in such temporary social application. 
3. Proof of concept for Taldea 
Taldea has been designed to gather the innovative aspects previously presented (i.e. data ephemerality, 
location based services, context awareness, semantic technologies) for helping nomad user to join communities 
or to create one if he needs to interacts with people around. Taldea Modeling required three steps that are:  
i. Data modeling; 
ii. Application architecture modeling; 
iii. Defining the deployment strategy of Taldea services. 
As basis for this initiative, we aim at using the result of previous work [6]. Firstly, we have developed 
ontology-based model for describing formally a community using multiple standards such as FOAF§§, 
SIOC***, SKOS†††, Owl-Time‡‡‡ and GeoRSS§§§, OWL-S****, which models the different components of 
community and their relations. The model is structured over a set of abstract entities, each describing physical 
or conceptual objects including Interest, Member, Lifespan, Service, Location, Content, Type. Each community 
shares this set of concepts.  
                                                                                                                                                                                       
 
†† http://www.lobbyfriend.com/ 
‡‡ http://fastsociety.com/ 
§§ http://www.foaf-project.org/  
*** http://sioc-project.org/ 
††† http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/ 
‡‡‡ http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/ 
§§§ http://georss.org/Main_Page 
**** http://www.w3.org/Submission/2004/SUBM-OWL-S-20041122/ 
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Then we have proposed the hybrid architecture of Taldea’s application, which shares properties with both 
centralized and P2P architectures and takes advantage of both approaches. The architecture contains two types 
of structural entities: Communities Manager and Member Device. The Communities Manager: is the 
coordinator, which interacts with the ontologies. The core of this manager is a set of services used to supply 
and to extract knowledge from ontologies. The Member Device: allows the user to discover and interact with 
the communities around. Two kinds of services can be deployed on the user device:  
• Core services: basic services including user login to the application, access to communities and their 
common space. These services are systematically deployed regardless the communities of the user. 
• Community-aware services: they facilitate information exchange and communication. They are deployed 
according to the social context of the user that corresponds to user communities. Our approach of service 
deployment deals with learning and recognition of communities’ behavior in pervasive environment. 
Our application uses Kalimucho [10], to implement the deployment strategy of services. Kalimucho is a 
platform that allows dynamic deployment and dynamic reconfiguration of applications on desktops, laptops and 
mobile devices. The deployment of Taldea services is performed at run time and can be modified while the 
application is running without stopping it. 
Figure 1 presents a flowchart that depicts a basic usage of Taldea. The key idea of our approach is to compute 
semantic similarity between the user’s profile, communities’ profile and services’ profiles. (1) We first 
recommend to user communities with the highest values of semantic similarity between the user’s interests and 
community’s interests. (2) If the user is not satisfied with the proposals, Taldea, allows her to enter a query 
using natural language for searching for other communities. The query is annotated through the web service 
TextAnnot4. SPARQL query is formulated from annotation results to query the ontology. (3) Once connected 
to a community, the user can view the community space. (4) Among recommended services, she can select 
ones to deploy. (5) If the user is not satisfied with the research results, she can create a spontaneous 
community. (6) To offer adapted services to the new community, we propose a deployment strategy according 
two kinds of policies: User defined Policies and Predefined Policies. (7) In the case of communities based on 
social relationships, the user can define policies to restrict and authorize not only the shared content but also the 
shared services between community members. When the relationship with other members is more significant 
than the common interest, reasoning with the user-defined policies will manage unforeseen situations. (8) In the 
other case, the reasoning is bound through predefined policies that deal with learning and recognition of 
communities’ behavior in pervasive environment. (9) Finally, a set of services obtained as results of the 
previous stage is recommended to the user.  
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Fig. 1.  A flowchart showing Taldea’s basic usage 
Several scenarios highlight the importance of spontaneous community. Several use cases can be defined for 
Taldea like Conference, Exposition, Festival, Sport Event, Natural Disaster, etc. Let us imagine the use case 
related to our application context, the Mosaïc which is a botanical park, located near the French city of Lille. 
Screenshots in figure 2 shows some implemented features.  
A visitor equipped with her Smartphone, enters into the park. The Smartphone automatically connects to 
Taldea using Geofencing†††† features. The user has indicated on her profile that she is fan of Perennial plant 
(a). Once the user is connected, she can join one or more communities. The community access module includes 
three functions: recommendation, research and creation of communities (b). To access a community, it is 
recommended for a new user to follow these steps. Communities that are semantically related to Perennial plant 
will be automatically recommended to the visitor (c). Moreover, she can search for a specific community by 
formulating a natural language query (d). Let us suppose that the visitor connects to the perennial community 
of interest ‘fans of Perennial plant ’. 
     (a)                                     (b)                               (c)                                     (d) 
During her tour in the botanical garden, she identifies some rare 'Ophrys apifera' flowers. She first takes 
pictures of her discovery. She creates an ephemeral community named “Help rare orchids” (e). The shared 
picture in the community space is annotated with spatiotemporal data in order to facilitate the location of 
flowers (f).  
                 (e)                                      (f)                                       (g)                                    (h) 
 
 
†††† The geo-fencing approach is based on the observation that users move in a virtual perimeter for a real-world geographic 
area. It allows us to track people on a mobile subscriber list based on proximity to a particular retail store and sending them 
tailored messages relating to that store. 
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Fig. 2.Screenshots of the Taldea application running on a Samsung phone - showing some implemented features such as the communities 
access, the chat, the community Space. 
The created community is recommended to relevant users of Taldea (they can be members of other 
communities) currently present and visiting the park. A short time later, the creator received several answers. 
Interested people moved on the scene to discover or to admire these flowers. Once connected to a community, 
the user can view the community space (f). She can access to the list of related services (g) as take picture or 
P2P chat (h).  
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a proof of concept of Taldea, a community-centered application that helps 
users to access to spontaneous communities and organize social exchanges between users in a geographic 
territory. The key to design such social mobile application is considering communities as distinct social entities 
that should be supported with services as single user. For this purpose, we assume a service oriented 
application paradigm and we apply policies for the services deployment. Likewise we aimed at showcasing the 
benefits of using technologies and best practice in social mobile such as the semantic web standards, location 
based services and context awareness. Our immediate plan is to evaluate the Taldea usability by assessing the 
user’s satisfaction for social exchange against other community applications. In future work, several issues will 
be investigated. We plan to integrate spatial and temporal dimensions for community and services 
recommendation. 
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